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Uncharted waters
Our global ocean will change dramatically over the next few decades. What might it look like, and how will humans adapt?

Jellyfish larger than blue whales?
WHOI scientists weigh in on recent jellyfish sightings off Massachusetts coast

The overlooked midwater
The ocean twilight zone is a crucial carbon sequestering machine. Could we afford to lose it?

The Olympic Coast tour
They've showed you the bountiful life of Northeastern waters, now it's time for NOAA-live to take you westward!

WHOI's storefront now open!
Water Street store welcomes visitors again. Please wear a mask and adhere to social distancing protocol.

WHOI IN THE NEWS
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
A Robotic Mini Armada Will Probe the Secrets of Hurricanes

WCAI
New Online Tool Assesses Climate Change-Related Flood Risk

THE BOSTON GLOBE
Here's how a small research boat filled with letters from Kingston students ended up in Western Australia

GIZMODO
'It Really is Otherworldly': What It's Like to Visit the Hot Springs of the Deep Sea

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
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